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Introduction.Introduction.
The The concernconcern : : expectationalexpectational coordination.coordination.
•• Is REH coordination Is REH coordination reasonablereasonable
•• In In economiceconomic modelsmodels. . 

The The viewpointviewpoint..
•• «« EductiveEductive »» viewpointviewpoint (as (as opposedopposed to to «« evolutiveevolutive »»))
•• «« RationalizabilityRationalizability »» ideasideas..

The class of The class of modelsmodels..
•• Small (Small (infinitesimalinfinitesimal) agents. ) agents. 
•• An An aggregateaggregate state of the system. state of the system. 
•• ManyMany possible possible economiceconomic applications. (applications. (equilibriumequilibrium, , dynamicsdynamics))

The The emphasisemphasis..
•• FromFrom the standard, (simple) cases to the standard, (simple) cases to lessless standard. standard. 
•• How simple are the simple cases ?How simple are the simple cases ?
•• HomogeneityHomogeneity versus versus heterogeneityheterogeneity of expectations.of expectations.
•• Point expectations versus Point expectations versus randomrandom expectations. expectations. 



The model The model fromfrom a a gamegame--theoreticaltheoretical
viewpointviewpoint. . 

A continuum of A continuum of playersplayers..
•• A A measuremeasure spacespace : (: (II, , II, , λλ), ), withwith II=[0,1], =[0,1], λλ LebesgueLebesgue measuremeasure
•• StrategyStrategy sets : sets : S(i)=S , compact S(i)=S , compact subsetsubset of Rof Rnn..
•• StrategyStrategy profile : profile : s: Is: I――›› S, s(i).S, s(i).

An An aggregationaggregation operatoroperator..
•• A(s)= A(s)= ∫∫s(i) dis(i) di
•• AA isis the (the (convexconvex) set of states, ) set of states, A A = = ∫∫S(S(i)dii)di = = coco{S}{S}..

For For eacheach agent agent ii Utility Utility FunctionFunction::
•• C:C: u(iu(i, , ·· , , ·· ): ): S S x x A A →→ R, R, continuouscontinuous..
•• HM: mapping HM: mapping i i →→ u(iu(i, , ·· , , ·· )) measurable.measurable.

The optimal strategy correspondence The optimal strategy correspondence B(iB(i,,··))::AASS isis::
B(iB(i, a), a) := := argmaxargmaxyy∈∈SS {{u(iu(i, y, a), y, a)} .} .

Nash Nash equilibriumequilibrium..
•• Pure Pure strategystrategy Nash Nash equilibriumequilibrium s* s* isis a a strategystrategy profile /profile /

s*(i)s*(i) ∈∈ B(iB(i, , ∫∫s*(s*(i)dii)di)))) ∀∀ii∈∈I, I, λλ--a.e.a.e.
•• Under Under assumptionsassumptions C and HM, C and HM, itit existsexists, , RathRath (1992)(1992)



The model The model fromfrom an an economiceconomic viewpointviewpoint

AggregateAggregate actions and best actions and best responseresponse
•• A A = = ∫∫S(S(i)dii)di = = coco{S}{S}..

•• B(B(i,ai,a) = ) = argmaxargmaxyy∈∈SS {{u(iu(i, y, a), y, a)}.}.
•• B(i, B(i, µµ) = ) = argmaxargmaxyy∈∈SS {{EEµµ[[u(iu(i, y, a)]} ., y, a)]} .

EquilibriumEquilibrium ..
•• a* = a* = ∫∫ B(B(i,ai,a*)di = *)di = ∫∫ B(i,B(i,a*a*)di)di

•• There There existsexists an an equilibriumequilibrium..
•• Equivalence for existence Equivalence for existence betweenbetween the Nash the Nash viewpointviewpoint

and the and the equilibriumequilibrium viewpointviewpoint..

Coordination.Coordination.
•• Focus on Focus on aggregateaggregate actions not on actions not on strategiesstrategies..



RationalizabilityRationalizability 1.1.
The (standard) The (standard) gamegame--
theoreticaltheoretical viewpointviewpoint. . 
•• RecursiveRecursive eliminationelimination of non of non 

best best responsesresponses. . 
•• ……

Point expectations: H, set of Point expectations: H, set of 
strategystrategy profiles.profiles.
•• Pr(H)=Pr(H)={ { ss is strategy profile is strategy profile 

such that such that ss is a measurable is a measurable 
selection of selection of iiBr(i,HBr(i,H)})}

•• MeasurabilityMeasurability of of strategystrategy
profiles.profiles.

•• The set of point The set of point rationalizablerationalizable
strategystrategy profiles profiles isis the the largestlargest
set set suchsuch thatthat: Pr(H)=H: Pr(H)=H

Equivalence Equivalence withwith the the 
economiceconomic viewpointviewpoint..

The The «« economiceconomic viewpointviewpoint »»
•• SameSame processprocess but conjectures but conjectures 

on the on the aggregateaggregate state. state. 
Point expectations : Point expectations : CobwebCobweb
mappingmapping..
•• DefDef ΓΓ(a)= (a)= ∫∫ B(i,aB(i,a) ) didi
•• CobwebCobweb tâtonnement tâtonnement 

outcomeoutcome
ℂℂ==∩∩tt≥≥00 ΓΓtt((AA))

Point Point expectations:rationexpectations:ration. . 
•• Pr (X)= Pr (X)= ∫∫ B(B(i,Xi,X) di) di
•• The set of pointThe set of point--rationalizablerationalizable

states states ℙℙ,, isis the the largestlargest set Xset X⊆⊆
AA suchsuch thatthat::

Pr(X)=XPr(X)=X
Equivalence Equivalence withwith the the gamegame
viewpointviewpoint



RationalizabilityRationalizability 2.2.
Point expectations: H, set of Point expectations: H, set of 
strategystrategy profiles.profiles.
•• Pr(H)=Pr(H)={ { ss is strategy profile is strategy profile 

such that such that ss is a measurable is a measurable 
selection of selection of iiBr(i,HBr(i,H)})}

•• The set of point The set of point rationalizablerationalizable
strategystrategy profiles profiles isis the the largestlargest
set set suchsuch thatthat::

Pr(H)=HPr(H)=H
RandomRandom expectationsexpectations
•• SameSame processprocess but but taketake

randomrandom beliefsbeliefs. . 
•• DifficultyDifficulty : : measurabilitymeasurability visvis--

àà--vis vis probabilityprobability distributions distributions 
??

•• = non = non measurabilitymeasurability visvis--àà--vis vis 
point expectations ?point expectations ?

Point Point expectations:rationexpectations:ration. . 
•• Pr (X)= Pr (X)= ∫∫ B(B(i,Xi,X) di) di
•• The set of pointThe set of point--rationalizablerationalizable

states states ℙℙ,, isis the the largestlargest set Xset X⊆⊆
AA suchsuch thatthat::

Pr(X)=XPr(X)=X
•• Equivalence Equivalence withwith the the gamegame

viewpointviewpoint
ProbabilisticProbabilistic expectations.expectations.
•• R(X) = R(X) = ∫∫ B(B(i,i,PP(X)) di(X)) di
•• The set of The set of rationalizablerationalizable

states states ,, isis the the largestlargest set Xset X⊆⊆
AA suchsuch thatthat: R(X)=X: R(X)=X

ProvidesProvides a substitute a substitute 
((equivalentequivalent) ) withwith the the gamegame
viewpointviewpoint..



EquilibriaEquilibria and and rationalizablerationalizable states. states. 

The state The state spacespace : the concepts.: the concepts.
•• E, E, ℂℂ, , ℙℙ, , 
•• E E ⊆⊆ ℂℂ ⊆⊆ ℙℙ ⊆⊆ 

PropertiesProperties : : 
•• The set of point The set of point rationalizablerationalizable states states isis nonnon--emptyempty, , convexconvex, , 

compact. compact. 
•• The set of The set of rationalizablerationalizable states states isis nonnon--emptyempty and and convexconvex..

DefinitionsDefinitions and and terminologyterminology..
•• E= E= ℂℂ, , IterativelyIteratively expectationallyexpectationally stable. (stable. (homogenoushomogenous

expectations)expectations)
•• E = E = ℙℙ, , StronglyStrongly point Rational. point Rational. HeterogenousHeterogenous deterministicdeterministic

expectationsexpectations
•• E= E=  StronglyStrongly Rational. Rational. HeterogenousHeterogenous probabilisticprobabilistic

expectations. expectations. 



The local The local viewpointviewpoint..

The local transposition.The local transposition.
•• a* a* isis locallylocally iterativelyiteratively stablestable……
•• a* a* isis locallylocally StronglyStrongly point Rationalpoint Rational……
•• a* a* isis locallylocally stronglystrongly rationalrational……..

The connections. The connections. 
•• 33⇒⇒22 ⇒⇒1. 1. 
•• 1 1 weakerweaker thanthan 33

The The equivalenceequivalence betweenbetween 2 and 32 and 3
•• ReinforcingReinforcing locallylocally stronglystrongly rational in rational in StrictlyStrictly locallylocally

stronglystrongly point rational (The contraction Vpoint rational (The contraction V--PrPrnn(v) (v) isis
strict). strict). 

•• StrictlyStrictly locallylocally stronglystrongly rational = rational = locallylocally point rational. point rational. 



GamesGames withwith strategicstrategic complementaritiescomplementarities..

StrategicStrategic complementaritiescomplementarities in the state in the state spacespace..
•• 1B, 1B, SS is the product of is the product of nn compact intervals in Rcompact intervals in R++..
•• 2B, 2B, u(iu(i, , ·· , a), a) is is supermodularsupermodular for all for all aa∈∈AA and all and all ii∈∈II..
•• 3B, 3B, ∀∀ii∈∈II, the function , the function u(iu(i, y, a), y, a) has has increasingincreasing

differences in differences in yy and and aa..
PropertiesProperties. . 
•• a*a*min min andand a*a*maxmax, , smallestsmallest and and largestlargest equilibriaequilibria..
•• ℂℂ ⊆⊆ ℙℙ ⊆⊆  ⊆⊆ [a*[a*minmin+R+Rnn, a*, a*maxmax-- RRnn]]
•• All All thesethese sets but the first are sets but the first are convexconvex..
•• ℙℙ = =  ????
•• UniquenessUniqueness equivalentequivalent to to StrongStrong RationalityRationality, , StrongStrong

point point rationalizabilityrationalizability, IE , IE stabilitystability. . 
•• LocallyLocally, , criteriacriteria equivalentequivalent..
•• HeterogeneityHeterogeneity doesdoes not not mattermatter soso muchmuch, , neitherneither

probabilisticprobabilistic beliefsbeliefs..



a*a*maxmax
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minmin

aa22
maxmax

AA

aa00
minmin

aa00
maxmax

a*a*minmin
aa22

minmin

Strategic Complementarities withStrategic Complementarities with
AA ⊆⊆ RR22 and multiple and multiple equilibriaequilibria..
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maxmax
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GamesGames withwith StrategicStrategic subsitutabilitiessubsitutabilities..

GamesGames withwith StrategicStrategic substitutabilitiessubstitutabilities..
•• 1B, 1B, SS is the product of is the product of nn compact intervals in Rcompact intervals in R++..
•• 2B, 2B, u(iu(i, , ·· , a), a) is is supermodularsupermodular for all for all aa∈∈AA and all and all ii∈∈II..
•• 33––BB’’, , ∀∀ii∈∈II, the function , the function u(iu(i, y, a), y, a) has has decreasingdecreasing differences in differences in yy and and 

aa..
•• The The cobwebcobweb mappingmapping ΓΓ isis decreasingdecreasing
•• The second The second iterateiterate of of ΓΓ, , ΓΓ22 isis increasingincreasing. . 

ResultsResults. . 
•• a*a*min min and a*and a*max max ,, cycles of cycles of orderorder 2 of 2 of ΓΓ
•• ℂℂ ⊆⊆ ℙℙ ⊆⊆  ⊆⊆ [a*[a*minmin+R+Rnn, a*, a*maxmax-- RRnn]]
•• All All thesethese sets but the first are sets but the first are convexconvex..
•• ℙℙ = =  ????
•• UniquenessUniqueness equivalentequivalent to no cycle of to no cycle of orderorder 2, 2, StrongStrong RationalityRationality, , 

StrongStrong point point rationalizabilityrationalizability, IE , IE stabilitystability. . 
•• LocallyLocally, , criteriacriteria equivalentequivalent..
•• HeterogeneityHeterogeneity doesdoes not not mattermatter soso muchmuch, , neitherneither probabilisticprobabilistic beliefsbeliefs..



AA

aamaxmax

aaminmin

AA

aamaxmax

Strategic substitutes for AA=[0, amax] ⊆⊆ R with
unique equilibrium and multiple fixed points of ΓΓ22

ΓΓ22(a*(a*maxmax)= a*)= a*maxmax



a*a*minmin

ΓΓ22(a*(a*minmin)= a*)= a*minmin

a*a*maxmax

ΓΓ(a*)= a*(a*)= a*

ΓΓ



The The differentiabledifferentiable viewpointviewpoint..

AssumptionsAssumptions..
•• ΓΓ isis differentiabledifferentiable
•• The The vectorvector fieldfield aa-- ΓΓ(a)(a) points points outwardsoutwards. . 

StrategicStrategic complementaritiescomplementarities..
•• If a, If a, ∂Γ∂Γ(a) (a) isis productive, unique SR productive, unique SR equilibriumequilibrium..
•• If If SignSign detdet[I[I-- ∂Γ∂Γ(a*)] (a*)] isis +, +, locallylocally StronglyStrongly rational.rational.

StrategicStrategic SubsitutabilitiesSubsitutabilities..
•• If a, If a, ∂Γ∂Γ(a(a’’))∂Γ∂Γ(a(a’’’’) productive, unique SR ) productive, unique SR equilibriumequilibrium
•• Condition Condition strongerstronger thanthan the the previousprevious one.one.

ProvisionalProvisional conclusion.conclusion.


